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Abstract: In this article, I explore the tension between the current political context in which science needs defending against anti-intellectualism and outright assaults on evidence as a means of decision-making on the one hand and the overzealous scientism that can result from backlash against a perceived lack of rigor in various forms of inquiry. To do so, I return to the emergence of the discourse of scientifically based research (SBR) in education and the debates surrounding it (2002-2013), which have implications for how and why educational researchers would advocate for science and what that advocacy might do. Specifically, I argue that we must have a science that does not allow alternative facts and politically expedient truth claims while still allowing science to be flexible, responsive, and theoretically informed. I conclude by advocating for theoretically informed activism and non-innocent science.
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**Investigación con base científica en una era posverdad**

**Resumen:** En este artículo, explotan la tensión entre el actual contexto político en que la ciencia necesita defenderse contra el antiintetetismo y los asaltos directos a la evidencia como un medio de toma de decisión, por un lado, y el cientificismo excesivamente celoso que puede resultar de la reacción contraria falta de rigor en varias formas de investigación. Para ello, vuelvo al surgimiento del discurso de la investigación científicamente fundamentada (SBR) en la educación y en los debates que la rodean (2002-2013), que tienen implicaciones sobre cómo y por qué hacer. Específicamente, argumento que debemos tener una ciencia que no permita hechos alternativos y reivindicaciones de verdad políticamente expeditas, mientras que todavía permite que la ciencia sea flexible, responsiva y teóricamente informada. Concluyo defendiendo el activismo teóricamente informado y la ciencia no inocente.

**Palabras-clave:** investigación con base científica; ciencia no inocente; gubernamentalidad; régimen de verdad

**Pesquisa cientificamente fundamentada em uma era pós-verdad**

**Resumo:** Neste artigo, eu exploro a tensão entre o atual contexto político em que a ciência precisa se defender contra o antiintellectualismo e assaltos diretos à evidência como um meio de tomada de decisão, por um lado, e o cientificismo excessivamente zeloso que pode resultar da reação contrária falta de rigor em várias formas de investigação. Para tanto, volto ao surgimento do discurso da pesquisa cientificamente fundamentada (SBR) na educação e nos debates que a cercam (2002-2013), que têm implicações sobre como e por quê. fazer. Específicamente, argumento que devemos ter uma ciência que não permita fatos alternativos e reivindicações de verdade politicamente expeditas, enquanto ainda permite que a ciência seja flexível, responsiva e teoricamente informada. Concluo defendendo o ativismo teoricamente informado e a ciência não inocente.

**Palavras-chave:** investigação com base científica; ciência no inocente; gubernamentalidad; regimen de verdad

**Scientifically Based Research in a Post-Truth Era**

The word science frequently is used as a value-free and neutral term, as if there is a general understanding of what is meant by it, and as if it is, by its nature, a contributor to the common good. However, science, like any other term, is bound up in power/knowledge relations that privilege some definitions and enactments over others. Science has long been a contested term. Indeed, in the wake of the United States presidential election of 2016, science became one of the many loci of resistance to the so-called “alternative facts” administration that had just been installed.¹ The need

¹ The Union of Concerned Scientists (2017) put together a report that, among other things, detailed attacks on science that had occurred in the first 6 months of the Trump administration. In the executive summary to that report, they highlighted the following:

The administration has shown a blatant disregard for scientific facts and evidence, appointing officials with a track record of misrepresenting scientific information, overruling the recommendations of scientists on exposure to toxic pesticides, removing scientific information from agency websites, and dismissing independent science advisors. Aided and abetted by Congress, the
to support and defend science, which was perceived as being under attack and in need of defending, spurred a march on Washington, DC in April of 2017. This need was further bolstered by a Facebook group boasting more than half a million members that “champions robustly funded and publicly communicated science that serves the common good” (About, March for Science, n.d.) and now the March for Science Organization (www.marchforscience.com), which “work[s] toward a future where science is fully embraced in public life and policy” and includes as part of its goals “promoting evidence-based policies.” Science is good. Full stop. However, what’s missing from these conversations, mission statements, and goals, vehement and necessary though they are, is whose science we are defending and advocating, and whose, by omission, we are not.

My goal is not to claim that there is not a diversity of sciences and scientific approaches represented by those who associate with the March for Science. Indeed, many who marched and many who support the organization come from similar perspectives to my own as well as a wide range of others. Rather, I contend that in using the word “science” without operationalizing it and by championing the idea of science that serves the “common good,” the March for Science as an organization puts forth a public face of a unitary science.

In this article, I explore the tension between the current political context in which science needs defending against anti-intellectualism and outright assaults on evidence as a means of decision-making on the one hand and the overzealous scientism that can result from backlash against a perceived lack of rigor in various forms of inquiry. Indeed, in our attempts to rescue and defend science, we must be wary of restricting what science can be and do by narrowing our definitions in order to create a banner to stand behind.

Responding to questions about scientists’ (and others) role as advocates for science requires an examination of science as a non-neutral concept. Such an examination is important because questions of science in educational research methodology and policy are fraught with issues of truth, power, and knowledge that demand complex responses. Educational research, for example, experienced the paradigm wars of the 1980s in which objectivist-positivist science was rejected in favor of interpretivist and critical approaches among others (Gage, 1989) that were seen as more appropriate to address the needs of society and schooling. Those paradigm wars, sometimes referred

administration has delayed or eviscerated science-based rules that safeguard the American people, from protecting workers from toxic work environments to helping communities prepare for the impacts of climate change. Moreover, President Trump and his administration have created a hostile environment for federal government scientists, making it more difficult for these individuals to meet their job duties and responsibilities and engendering fear about discussing their work. (pp. 2-3)

The March for Science was held again on April 14, 2018, though with much smaller crowds and participation.

In a context in which the new head of NASA is a climate change denier and does not recognize the value of expanding human knowledge (Lusher, 2018), it also seems reasonable to wonder if we have the luxury of allowing such exclusions to matter.

The March for Science is not the only organization that is actively defending science. However, given its relatively high public profile, it serves as a useful example for this article.

I struggle with wondering if the need to defend science isn’t too important right now to question it. Encouraging researchers to think about who defines science and how might undercut the value of a strong defense. In some ways, the election constituted a crisis of confidence for me about the value of my work altogether. How can I defend alternative ways of knowing and being in the world when I still wonder if any of it matters...or at least if it matters enough in this moment when bodies are on the line, when the environment is on the line, when the policies of the administration explicitly reject using science in decision-making? See, for example, Biesecker and Borenstein (2018, April 24).
to as the science wars, continued through the 1990s, and skirmishes erupt even now as researchers grounded in various paradigms jockey for position and funding.

Specifically, I return to the emergence of the discourse of scientifically based research (SBR) in education and the debates surrounding it (2002-2013), which reignited the ongoing conflict between quantitative and qualitative, biological science and social science, and hard science and soft science because we have a lot to learn from it. SBR as truth still pervades educational research and policy, producing subjects, institutions, and practices that maintain and perpetuate that truth despite the fact that the debates have died down in recent years. The goal of revisiting SBR is not to discredit any one definition of science in informing the politics and methodology of educational research. Rather, the goal is to highlight that calls to rally around narrow definitions of science might make some researchers—specifically qualitative researchers whose work is grounded in critical and post theories—complicit in their own exclusion from what constitutes science and high-quality research. Much of the SBR debates resulted from the return of positivist social science that claims that an external reality exists waiting to be discovered; that human beings are capable of understanding and describing that reality accurately; and that multiple observers of the same phenomenon can agree on what they see. These debates have implications for how and why we, as educational researchers, would advocate for science and what that advocacy might do.

I argue that we must broaden our advocacy efforts to include conversations about which science and science for whom. In other words, as educational researchers, we need to be careful not to establish too narrow a definition of science at the same time that we desperately need a definition to rally behind. We must have a science that doesn’t allow for alternative facts and for claiming truth because of individual beliefs or political expediency while still allowing for science to be flexible, responsive, and theoretically informed.

**Shifting Science**

Science has a rich history of questioning itself and refusing narrowing. Thomas Kuhn (1962/1996), for example, in his seminal text *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*, argued that how we understand and define science is always shifting. He claimed that there is no singular truth to science but that the idea of science is determined in any given moment by the consensus of the scientific community. Kuhn used the term *paradigm* to describe such consensus. Through changes in thinking, technological developments, cutting-edge research, and other means, scientific beliefs change over time. When a rival paradigm becomes strong enough to challenge the current, established paradigm, a paradigm shift may occur. Kuhn believed that science is always temporal and contextual, described by the values and culture of the historical period. Further, he recognized that only a certain set of intellectual options, technological tools, terminology, and so forth are available to science at any given time, which always restrict what it is possible to think and know. Consequently, the goal of science according to Kuhn is not to find a universal truth but to create a theory or model that accounts for the greatest number of observations and phenomena in a given context. Moreover, inquiry that falls outside of norms and established procedures is absolutely necessary for science to continue to be relevant and useful.

Kuhn (1962/1996) also critiqued the concept *objectivity* and argued that because science is conducted by humans, it is always subjective. The development of scientific measurement tools was an attempt to remove human error from observation. However, when both the observer and observed are human or a human phenomenon, subjectivity is always present. Importantly, much that relates to human beings simply cannot be measured objectively.
The notion of shifts in the norms of inquiry necessitating a shift in the understanding of what constitutes science is not relegated to the natural sciences. Foucault (1977/1980), for example, asserted that in all manner of knowledge production, “what has emerged ...is a sense of the increasing vulnerability to criticism of things, institutions, practices, discourses. A certain fragility has been discovered in the very bedrock of existence—even, and perhaps above all, in those aspects of it that are most familiar, most solid and most intimately related to our bodies and to our everyday behavior” (p. 80). Indeed, the expansion and pursuit of scientific understanding has also been the work of qualitative researchers who found that existing notions of science and inquiry were inadequate for meeting the needs of society. Lincoln and Guba (1985) believed that qualitative research constituted a new perspective on “the question of what there is that can be known and how one can go about knowing it” (p. 7). They explained that positivist inquiry had become insufficient for answering questions that continued to be raised in education and educational research and wrote, cracks have begun to appear in science’s magnificent edifice as new “facts” are uncovered with which the old paradigm cannot deal or explain. Normal science in the Kuhnian sense is becoming more and more difficult to sustain. Serious challenges are being mounted from the perspective of alternative paradigms that suggest new and different answers. (p. 7)

Those alternative paradigms also enable new and different questions. Lather (2004) pointed to 30 years of “the social critique of science” (p. 17) in educational research as well as the constantly changing definitions and understandings of science as one field of discourse among others. In short, the question of science has been rigorously and intensely explored in various contexts for decades. The danger, then, is in an over reliance of the idea of science and its trappings—the generalization of positivist assumptions, values, and definitions across all inquiry—which results in what some have called scientism.

Scientism

Coined by Hayek (1952), scientism describes the belief that the methods of the natural sciences can be applied to the human sciences. Hayek (1952) explained that “[t]he methods which scientists or men fascinated by the natural sciences have so often tried to force upon the social sciences were not necessarily those which the scientists in fact followed in their own field, but rather those which they believed that they employed” (p. 22). In other words, the perception of what constitutes science and scientific practice rather than the actual practice of science in the natural sciences produces a “slavish imitation of the method and language of Science” (p. 24). According to Widdowson (2011), scientism “began as a label for the doctrine that truth is fixed, a priori and universal; that inductive science is the only means to its discovery and certainty is a realistic outcome” (para. 3). Further, Margolis (2003) argued that scientism had been unable to adequately respond to its critics and specifically maintained that scientism’s “refusal to admit the viability and reasonableness of a constructivist and historicist reading of science and practical life” signaled the end of “deceptions by which to prolong scientism’s hegemony” (p. 13). Haack (2003) agreed, stating that “[s]cientism is an exaggerated kind of deference towards science, an excessive readiness to accept as authoritative any claim made by the sciences, and to dismiss every kind of criticism of science or its practitioners as anti-scientific prejudice” (pp. 17-18). Sorrell (1991) noted that “the belief that science, especially natural science, is much the most valuable part of human learning—much the most valuable part because it is much the most authoritative, or serious, or beneficial” (p. 1) is major tenet of scientism. Because of that, social science research that does not emulate the
methods of the natural sciences is often not accepted as being scientific. Ruccio and Amariglio (2003) explained that “the growth of scientific knowledge” of the last three centuries “has been accompanied by an elaborate philosophical defense of a variety of exclusionary practices by which those deemed to be untrained in or unreceptive to such science are shunted aside or even denied opportunities to speak (since they are considered to be the voice of unreason)” (p. 42). Here, rationality is a feature only of scientific thought, and all other thought and the knowledge produced by such thoughts have no claims to reason.

Further, scientism is “science’s belief in itself” (Habermas, 1968/1971, p. 4), which means that science is seen as the only way to produce knowledge; science is knowledge. Stenmark (2001) noted that “[w]hat is characteristic of Scientism is that it works with a narrow definition of science” (p. 5). Conversely, those critical of scientism adhere to the belief that there are multiple truths and multiple ways of knowing and producing knowledge, many of which become subjugated knowledges in the face of scientism.

Haack (2003) explained that because there is no singular method of scientific inquiry, the so-called scientific method is a myth maintained by a scientistic culture. The myth of the scientific method enables an almost religious fervor in science that is both fascinating and perplexing. Scientism installs a singular notion science into all inquiry, regardless of domain, in an effort to make a science of everything, including education, as was notably shown in the debates around scientifically based research.

**Scientifically Based Research in Education**

Tracing SBR back to the 1890s, Beghetto (2003) and others (e.g., Franco, 2007; Smith, 2003; St. Pierre, 2006) argued that the term was the federal government’s tactic for transforming a “soft” social science (education) into a “hard” science, like physics, in effect, making education a science. Beghetto (2003) wrote that the government’s involvement in defining science for education could “be traced from the Cooperative Research Act of 1954 to the creation of the National Institute of Education in the early 1970s, which was later subsumed by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)” (para. 2). However, scientifically based research as a concept emerged between 1999 and 2002 when the U.S. Congress passed three pieces of federal legislation that defined scientifically based research in education. The original description of SBR first appeared in REA, was repeated in NCLB, and then was reinforced and expanded by ESRA. I have included below the complete definition of SBR from each of the three federal laws as well as a brief discussion of the changes in the definition of SBR in the three laws.

The purpose of REA was to provide early literacy intervention for all students in order to identify deficits, improve reading skills, and increase teacher expertise in the area of early literacy “through the use of scientifically based reading research” (Title VIII, 1999). In order to enforce the mandate of scientifically based research, it was necessary to define SBR. Offering up a definition

6 REA defined SBR as follows:
The term “scientifically based reading research”—
(A) means the application of rigorous, systematic, and objective procedures to obtain valid knowledge relevant to reading development, reading instruction, and reading difficulties; and
(B) shall include research that—
(i) employs systematic, empirical methods that draw on observation or experiment;
(ii) involves rigorous data analyses that are adequate to test the stated hypotheses and justify the general conclusions drawn;
that seemed overly general and confused, scientifically based research began its emergence with REA.

Subsequently, according to Baez and Boyles (2009), in the summer of 2000, draft legislation was introduced “by United States Representative Mike Castle (R-Del) that pertained to the reauthorization of The Office of Educational Research and Improvement” (p. 6). Called “The Castle Bill,” this legislation included a definition of scientifically based research that would determine the allocation of federal dollars for educational research. Eisenhart and Towne (2003) explained that “The Castle Bill” proposed standards for “scientifically based quantitative” and “scientifically based qualitative” research (p. 32). The reauthorization process for OERI continued for some time, and The Castle Bill was revised and redrafted multiple times, sparking debate about the nature of scientific educational research and the need to define it. Although the definitions proposed in The Castle Bill did not ultimately make it into law, they influenced the conversation about the federal influence on educational research.

SBR itself did not have much impact until the passage of NCLB, which was the far overdue reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act that had expired in 1997. NCLB was passed by The House of Representatives in May of 2001, passed by the Senate in June of 2001, and signed into law on January 8, 2002 by President George W. Bush. It lifted the definition of SBR from The Reading Excellence Act of 1999 (REA) and expanded it to include preferences for certain kinds of research methodologies. It has been reported that the term “scientifically based research” appears in NCLB 111 times (Neuman, 2002; Shavelson & Towne, 2002), representing unprecedented federal legislation of research methodology. Described by Beghetto (2003) as “the most sweeping reform of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) since it was enacted in 1965, [NCLB] redefines the federal role in K-12 education” (para 2). The definition of SBR in NCLB includes conceptions of reliability and validity that are not appropriate for qualitative research, and further, the definition privileges a peculiar “what works” mentality that gives

(iii) relies on measurements or observational methods that provide valid data across evaluators and observers and across multiple measurements and observations; and
(iv) has been accepted by a peer-reviewed journal or approved by a panel of independent experts through a comparably rigorous, objective, and scientific review. (Title VIII, 1999)

NCLB defined SBR as follows:
The term “scientifically based research”—
(A) means research that involves the application of rigorous, systematic, and objective procedures to obtain reliable and valid knowledge relevant to education activities and programs; and
(B) includes research that—
(i) employs systematic, empirical methods that draw on observation or experiment;
(ii) involves rigorous data analyses that are adequate to test the stated hypotheses and justify the general conclusions drawn;
(iii) relies on measurements or observational methods that provide reliable and valid data across evaluators and observers, across multiple measurements and observations, and across studies by the same or different investigators;
(iv) is evaluated using experimental or quasi-experimental designs in which individuals, entities, programs, or activities are assigned to different conditions and with appropriate controls to evaluate the effects of the condition of interest, with a preference for random-assignment experiments, or other designs to the extent that those designs contain within-condition or across-condition controls;
(v) ensures that experimental studies are presented in sufficient detail and clarity to allow for replication or, at a minimum, offer the opportunity to build systematically on their findings; and
(vi) has been accepted by a peer-reviewed journal or approved by a panel of independent experts through a comparably rigorous, objective, and scientific review. (Title IX, 2001)
preference to causal research that uses “random-assignment experiments” (Title IX, 2001) and replicability. As Walters, Lareau, and Ranis (2009) commented, “[i]n effect, NCLB gave the federal government an unusual degree of authority for setting standards for what constitutes good science and an unusual degree of control over the conduct of ‘science’” (p. 6). SBR functionally became federal policy, as a variety of federal (e.g., U.S. Institute of Education Sciences) and national (e.g., NRC) institutions and professional associations (e.g., American Educational Research Association) took it up and variously enforced it.

In 2002 November, The Education Sciences Reform Act (ESRA) became law and the research arm of the Department of Education, OERI, became the new Institute of Education Sciences (IES), whose very title emphasized the importance of science in education. Baez and Boyles (2009) argued that ESRA was particularly important because it was the “first explicit attempt to establish a science for educational research,” whereas REA and NCLB dealt with issues of education at large. Consequently, ESRA and its definition of SBR disciplined the field of educational research, solidifying the discourse of SBR in documentary and juridical form. ESRA used the definition of SBR from NCLB, applied it specifically to educational research, and mandated preferred methodologies and research designs that would constitute high-quality science.8 ESRA placed a high

---

8 ESRA defined SBR as follows:
The term “scientifically based research standards” means research standards that—
(i) apply rigorous, systematic, and objective methodology to obtain reliable and valid knowledge relevant to education activities and programs; and
(ii) present findings and make claims that are appropriate to and supported by the methods that have been employed.
(B) The term includes, appropriate to the research being conducted—
(i) employing systematic, empirical methods that draw on observation or experiment;
(ii) involving data analyses that are adequate to support the general findings;
(iii) relying on measurements or observational methods that provide reliable data;
(iv) making claims of causal relationships only in random assignment experiments or other designs (to the extent such designs substantially eliminate plausible competing explanations for the obtained results);
(v) ensuring that studies and methods are presented in sufficient detail and clarity to allow for replication or, at a minimum, to offer the opportunity to build systematically on the findings of the research;
(vi) obtaining acceptance by a peer-reviewed journal or approval by a panel of independent experts through a comparably rigorous, objective, and scientific review; and
(vii) using research designs and methods appropriate to the research question posed.

(19) SCIENTIFICALLY VALID EDUCATION EVALUATION.—The term “scientifically valid education evaluation” means an evaluation that—
(A) adheres to the highest possible standards of quality with respect to research design and statistical analysis;
(B) provides an adequate description of the programs evaluated and, to the extent possible, examines the relationship between program implementation and program impacts;
(C) provides an analysis of the results achieved by the program with respect to its projected effects;
(D) employs experimental designs using random assignment, when feasible, and other research methodologies that allow for the strongest possible causal inferences when random assignment is not feasible; and
(E) may study program implementation through a combination of scientifically valid and reliable methods.

(20) SCIENTIFICALLY VALID RESEARCH.—The term “scientifically valid research” includes applied research, basic research, and field-initiated research in which the rationale, design, and interpretation are soundly developed in accordance with scientifically based research standards. (Title I, 2002)
priority on the randomized control trial (RCT),9 explaining that it was the only adequate method for producing causal inferences and thereby implying that causal research is superior in solving educational problems. The discussion of SBR within those three federal laws began “a whole new ‘régime’ in discourse and forms of knowledge” (Foucault, 1980b, p. 112).

The Emergence of a Definition

What was immediately obvious in looking across the three pieces of legislation is that the definition of SBR was expanded in each succeeding law. In fact, in REA, the definition was 111 words long; in NCLB, it was just over 200 words; and in ESRA, the definition topped 330 words. However, what was not explicitly stated is how the definitions in the laws were developed. Eisenhart and Towne (2003) researched the genesis of the definition of SBR and documented their findings. They reported that Robert Sweet, then professional staff member for the majority members of the House Education and Workforce Committee, was tasked with creating a definition of SBR to be included in REA. According to Eisenhart and Towne,

To craft this definition, which would be the starting point for all of the now numerous definitions that appear in major federal education laws, Sweet visited the websites of several DC-based research institutions (including the NRC, although this took place well before the committee was convened to produce SRE [NRC, 2002]), consulted with numerous university-based researchers (primarily with backgrounds in cognitive psychology), and shared drafts with these researchers (he estimates approximately 20-25 of them). The language that emerged from the several-months-long process was inserted into REA (1999), and passed without fanfare. (2003, p. 32)

Of particular note is that the researchers Sweet consulted by and large had backgrounds in cognitive psychology, which uses positivism, so it would follow that their definition of science would be positivist. Research grounded in other epistemologies would have different methodologies, different standards, and therefore, different definitions of science.

Importantly, each definition of SBR also included a reference to observational methods, though the intended meaning the term in each instance is unclear. In the SBR definitions, observational methods are set in opposition to experimental methods (i.e., each law states “empirical methods that draw on observation or experiment” Title IX, 2001), seeming to signify that observation stands for any methods that are not experimental. This may be a gesture towards the inclusion of qualitative methodology,10 but those who conduct qualitative research likely would have used different language.

The definitions of SBR in the three pieces of legislation completely ignore interviewing, which is arguably as important, if not more important, than observation in many qualitative research studies. Thus, the way the word “observation” is used in the laws does not make sense and indicates

---

9 RCT is an experimental design in which a sample is randomly selected and assigned to both control groups and experimental groups. An intervention is applied to the experimental group, and data is collected based on the effect of the intervention.

10 It is also possible that “observational methods” are a reference to standardized observation protocols that commonly exist in experimental research and single-subject design research. However, the use of observational methods, and specifically observation protocols, is commonly addressed in qualitative research textbooks (e.g., Creswell, 1998; Fraenkel & Wallen, 2003; Patton, 2002). Because this term can be taken up in both communities, its use in federal definitions of SBR is both confusing and problematic.
a lack of knowledge about research methodologies that are not experimental. Further, the definition of SBR in REA stipulated that data must remain valid “across...observers and across...observations.” In other words, high quality studies must be replicable, which is neither possible nor desirable in qualitative methodologies as each observer necessarily notices and describes different things, all of which are “correct” and “valid” though different. Moreover, multiple observers do not and cannot agree on what they see because as Patton (2002) explained, “what people ‘see’ is highly dependent on their interests, biases, and backgrounds. Our culture shapes what we see, our early childhood socialization forms how we look at the world, and our value systems tell us how to interpret what passes before our eyes” (p. 260). Qualitative studies, then, cannot be replicated because each is specific to a particular site, to particular participants, and to a particular researcher. In other words, qualitative research deals with “particular problems and must deal with local conditions that limit generalizations and theory building” (Berliner, 2002, p.18). Observational data in qualitative research cannot be replicated across observers or observations nor does qualitative inquiry aim for such replication.

The language used to define SBR demonstrated little understanding of qualitative research practices and purposes. What is clear is that the insistence on “rigorous scientific standards” (U.S. House, 2002, p. 2) led to inadequate definitions of science that had a real material effect on who could receive federal funding for educational research. Instead of responding to the confusion created by the definition of SBR in REA, NCLB and ESRA continued and elaborated that confusion.

It is also important to understand that the experimental method privileged by SBR is produced in and through the discourse and theories of positivism, not outside theory as is sometimes implied. Because the federal government both supported and promoted a positivist science in educational research to the exclusion of other sciences described in other theoretical frameworks, the range of possible sciences recognized as valuable by the federal government was greatly diminished. The government promoted the standardization of methodology as a move towards some “common good,” with particular meanings of “science,” “standards,” “quality,” and “evidence” that are only thinkable within positivism. As a result, SBR had real, material effects on educational practice, policy, and research and on people—students, classroom teachers, educational researchers, policy makers—such as preference for research funding, proliferation of standardized testing, and so forth.

Unsurprisingly, some of the loudest resistance [against SBR] at that time came from qualitative researchers whose work was deemed by the SBR contingent as interesting, but not scientific and those whose work was grounded in postmodern theories, labeled as “an extreme epistemological perspective” (p. 25, fn). SBR effectively mandated positivist science, privileging experimental methodologies and excluding the diverse research methodologies and theories that qualitative researchers use. That exclusion made it difficult, if not impossible, for qualitative researchers to address the complexities of social life in schools and society that we have long since agreed require such diverse perspectives. Indeed, as Denzin and Lincoln (2011) argue, qualitative researchers are engaged in a “perpetual resistance against attempts to impose a single, umbrella-like paradigm” (p. xiii) as they seek to “make sense of the terrifying conditions that define daily life” (p. xii). Nonetheless, SBR became so pervasive at all levels of education that it began to function as truth—normal and natural to the extent that it became invisible and beyond question, making capitulation or critique the only available options, both of which reinforce its truth.

Assumptions about the poor quality of educational research were the rationale for the imposition of federal definitions of science and methodology as described above. Those same assumptions were cited as the impetus for the National Research Council’s reports about scientific...
research in education, and furthermore, those assumptions drove the American Educational Research Association (AERA) to write and publish standards for reporting research in its journals, draft its own definition of scientifically based research, and convene annual meetings around the issue of quality in educational research. AERA’s efforts forever impacted what constitutes social science research in terms of publication in their journals. Although there are many other publication venues, and indeed, critical qualitative and post-qualitative research has been proliferating in some circles over the last decade, it is meaningful that institutions imbued with power continue to operate on a model established by SBR. For example, even the International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry, which is certainly a space that does not privilege randomized control trials, took up the notion of quality in qualitative research as a theme for the conference during the SBR era. So although SBR does not prevent other kind of inquiry from taking place in lots of areas, even some with institutional support, I argue it still shapes that inquiry, and more specifically, how and to what extent that inquiry is capable of shaping policy and practice in education.

**Definition Goes Underground**

Somewhat ironically, Russ Whitehurst, former head of the Institute of Education Sciences, which mandated a hierarchy of methodological quality that favored randomized control trials as the gold standard, now thinks that the manner in which SBR was installed was inappropriate. He said, "[o]ne error of NCLB was demanding the use of [scientifically based research] when it didn't exist, thus debasing the currency. Another was getting Congress into the business of defining SBR in education—research methodologists they are not" (Sparks, 2015, para 10). Whitehurst continued, "[p]erhaps these were justified at the time because the state of education research was really awful. But neither makes sense today" (Sparks, 2015, para 10). NCLB notably mentioned SBR more than 111 times, but its more recent reauthorization, the Every Child Succeeds Act (ESSA), doesn’t mention SBR at all. Indeed, it simply calls for educational interventions to be evidenced-based, which seems at first blush like a significant backpedal from previous iterations of science in education.

However, the shift in language does little more than to push the conversation underground while maintaining the privileging of a narrow definition of science. Rather than the definition and enforcement of this privileging occurring at the federal level, the decisions are now relegated to the state level, as Whitehurst notes above. Still, the assertion that the state of educational research was “awful” and has now been fixed because of SBR is a testament to its enduring truth value. SBR became instrumental in the practices of government institutions, requiring education researchers and others who wish to conduct so-called scientific research to discipline themselves according to the rationality of the discourse of SBR. The practice of SBR has persisted and expanded and at present, SBR is a discourse that claims to be science and disqualifies other ways of knowing. In short, SBR defined the truth of high quality research in education. Taking a deeper dive into how “evidence based” is defined in ESSA highlights that enduring truth value.

Sparks (2015) explains that the definition is “buried in the bowels of the bill” and describes tiered levels of evidence, modeled on the Investing in Innovation grant program:

---

11 There is no small amount of irony in Whitehurst now making these claims about the implementation of SBR after NCLB, as he was a primary architect of how much of that implementation took place as the then-head of the Institute of Education Sciences.
- Strong evidence: includes at least one well-designed and -implemented experimental study, meaning a randomized controlled trial.
- Moderate evidence: includes at least one well-designed and -implemented quasi-experimental study, like a regression discontinuity analysis.
- Promising evidence: includes at least one well-designed and implemented correlational study that controls for selection bias (para. 4-5).

That is, even now, though SBR is no longer in common parlance, its vestiges remain. Same song, different verse, as it were, though it remains unclear what impacts this legislation will have.

Concurrently, there is a response in the educational research community to the post-truth era and the need to defend science that raises additional questions. For example, the theme of the 2019 Annual Meeting of AERA is “Leveraging Education Research in a “Post-Truth” Era: Multimodal Narratives to Democratize Evidence.” The call for submissions asserts that “we see daily examples of policy issues—from climate change to immigration—in which appeals by powerful leaders to personal beliefs and emotions hold more sway than objective facts and evidence” (AERA, 2018, p. 1) and calls on its members to propose papers and sessions that defend the work that we do as educational researchers, which it contends can and should be done by collaborating across epistemological and methodological divides. It reads:

These cross-boundary collaborations do not imply that we should ignore the methodological, disciplinary, and epistemological disagreements in our field. They signify our different understandings of whose truth matters, what warrants reliable evidence, and whether or not objectivity exists. These differences are significant, and, hopefully, they force each of us to think more deeply about our research. But at this moment in history, we must also work together across some of these divides to learn from each other and bring comprehensive, systematic evidence to bear on critical issues in educational policy and practice. (AERA, 2018, p. 1)

Speaking across methodological divides was a common theme in the debates surrounding SBR. Maxwell (2004) believed our responsibility is to try to speak across this difference, though that was often impossible in the SBR debates because many scholars concluded that some divides exist across which we cannot speak and that those in privileged methodological and epistemological positions can easily erase other perspectives in such efforts. Fear of erasing difference persisted, not only because erasure is a violent act, but also because a critique that erases or dismisses difference and dissent can create an epistemological holocaust where each side is determined to eliminate the other. Rather than eliminate other descriptions, Foucault (1980b) suggested situating “historically how the effects of truth are produced within discourses [like science] which themselves are neither true nor false” (p. 118). Privileging the randomized control trials, for example, excludes other methodologies, and one might ask whether such exclusion should be the goal of science. In juxtaposing words to create terms like “evidence-based narratives” or positing that there is a “marginalization of empirical research,” the AERA call for proposals recreates the kind of epistemological and methodological confusion that occurred in the definitions of SBR in federal legislation. The response to the post-truth era and the defense of science must surely take a more theoretically informed approach rather than becoming a reinforcement of problematic rejections and complicity that only further empower damaging discourses.
Implications

What types of knowledge do you want to disqualify in the very instant of your demand: ‘Is it a science?’ Which speaking, discoursing subjects—which subjects of experience and knowledge—do you then want to ‘diminish’ when you say: ‘I who conduct this discourse am conducting a scientific discourse, and I am a scientist’? (Foucault, 1980, p. 85).

The point here is not to establish any definition, iteration, or practice of science as evil, wrong, or in error. Rather, the point is to demonstrate how one definition of science can be taken up as the truth, limiting ways of knowing that can contribute to the theory, research, policy, and practice of education or any other field. Moreover, as Foucault noted, what is often found at the beginning is not intentional, rational deliberation but chance, accidents, petty politics, disagreements among factions, and so on, such as was the case with the emergence of SBR. Thus, today’s truthful knowledge is not based on a firm foundation but on contingency. As Kuhn established, the truth of things changes over time as different power/knowledge formations emerge.

Definitions of science often appear to be, but are not, totalities. In any epistemology, descriptions of concepts such as science become so ingrained in common parlance and practice that they are no longer questioned. They become impervious to critique because in their journey to becoming true, they became invisible. As Foucault (1980a) wrote, “the attempt to think in terms of a totality has in fact proved a hindrance to research” (p. 81). The goal, then, is not attempt to produce another truth of science—some would claim that the concept has been used so differently in so many different discourses that it has effectively been stripped of all meaning. Instead, the goal is to understand how one definition of science can come to be seen as the truth. According to Cullenberg, Amariglio, and Ruccio (2001), the idea of “agreement” (voluntary, forced, and every combination in between) in science is what actually needs to be understood and investigated.

Further, those theories that often succeed at any given moment in time in shaping a field of thought are either bound to more general social institutions and patterns of status, wealth, and power, or are able to hegemonize the field by “normalizing” the conditions under which that theory arises, and maybe both. As Feyerband (2010) explained:

- there are no singularly exceptional methods that are productive of science, and even that actual scientific “progress” is a result of scientists’ refusal to codify and obediently follow any philosophically prescribed road toward truth. (pp. 28-29)

Indeed, such critiques call into question the sacred and singular nature of science in important ways that cannot be forgotten, even when the political moment calls for a fierce defense of science. Consequently, in our efforts to advocate for science in the current moment, part of that advocacy is to “struggle against the coercion of a theoretical, unitary, formal and scientific discourse” (Foucault, 1980a, p. 85). Or in Manning’s (2016) words, the goal is to break the cycle of negative critique that is “deeply complicit with the way things are” and that can only be “for or against” (p. 203).

Since the 2016 election, the March for Science and even more broadly the term science itself, runs the risk of becoming a similar kind of regime of truth to SBR. You are either for or against the monolithic notion of science, belying its contingent, multiple, and contested history and creating a tension for those who would like to be champions for science. The March for Science is an important and necessary reaction formation to the post-truth era. However, it must guard against falling victim to the same unitary traps that produced SBR. For example, there is use-value in the March for Science becoming a non-profit organization. But by doing so, it must establish a mission and goals, it must define itself. One of the results of that institutionalization of this resistance and
counter-protest has been to use language like “science” without operationalizing it, to champion “evidence-based” practices, and to advocate science for the “common good.” These words, though seemingly unproblematic, are not value-free, and they are not without a complex and wrought history. As a result of becoming an organization, then, there is now an institution, there are subjects, there are documents, and so forth that help to, because of bureaucratic and practical requirements, solidify and codify what is meant when the March for Science is discussed.

That is not to say that the March for Science is not inclusive, nor is it an indication that the March for Science has in mind the same kind of methodological hierarchy that proponents of SBR wrote into policy and law. Certainly, there are some proponents of the March for Science who have those perspectives, but they are not the only ones to exist. However, in order to be able to continue to function, to respond with increasing urgency to the anti-intellectual and anti-science policies and actions of the Trump administration as they produce the United States in the post-truth era, this pro-science movement cannot afford to fall into the same traps. It cannot afford to risk losing any allies. My argument is not that this is already happening (though some do feel excluded by this organization or wary of marching for a science that does not include them) but rather that, in our urgency to defend the scientific work that protects our environment, we may fail to practice a theoretically informed activism that is inclusive and capacious. Advocacy for a rigorous, open, shifting science instead of a search for a unitary banner to stand behind might free educational researchers to think research and advocacy differently this time.

**Non-Innocent Science**

Because SBR was repeated until it had become invisible, the center of that structure had become fixed, both reinforcing it as a structure and limiting the play within that structure. We risk limiting the play of science now if we do not heed the lessons of SBR and recognize how fraught this all is. As Foucault, (1976/1978) wrote, the “general design or institutional crystallization is embodied in the state apparatus, in the formulation of the law, in the various [political] hegemonies” (p. 93). That means that as structures emerge and are maintained and perpetuated to the point that they become institutionalized, it is necessary to look more closely at the structure and recognize it as a description rather than a truth. The acknowledgement and deconstruction of SBR (or any definition of science) as a structure, for example, freed educational researchers to think research differently. Foucault (1988) saw it as his responsibility “to show people that they are much freer than they feel, that people accept as truth, as evidence, some themes which have been built up at a certain moment during history, and that this so-called evidence can be criticized and destroyed” (p. 10).

Consequently, it is against any solid definition or discourse of science that educational researchers must think because “[t]hought is freedom in relation to what one does” (Foucault, 1984a, p. 388). The kind of freedom offered by a structure such as SBR, the seemingly value-free science put forth by the March for Science Organization, or the confused call for proposals from AERA is not liberty because there is only a certain range of options for thought and action within a discourse. On the contrary, Foucault (1984b) claimed, “liberty is a practice” and it “must be exercised ... it can never be inherent in the structure of things to guarantee freedom. The guarantee of freedom is freedom” (p. 245). If no singular definition of science (or its defense) is real or true, then a practice of freedom for educational researchers would be not to respond at all, either through resistance or capitulation.

After recognizing any definition of science as one of many possible descriptions, the next step for social scientists is to enact social science as they describe it—not necessarily to take up the dominant, normalized social science as if it’s real and true and good. In fact, what has become
conventional should always be critiqued. As Butler (1993) explained, the “failure of certain kinds of ideals is itself mobilizing, vitalizing, expansive, inaugurative of the new, productive of possibilities” (p. 7). That is not to say that some new form of social science can guarantee high quality science. Any claims to science produce another structure, another grid of intelligibility through which to make sense of the world, excluding some practices and processes, ontologies, epistemologies and methodologies while privileging others. That structure, too, will fail if it has no play, if it is not malleable, if we are so dogmatic about its enactment that “we’ve forgotten we made it up” (St. Pierre, 2011, p. 613).

Rather, I argue that we might view the unraveling of the truth claims of any scientific discourse as an invitation to produce theoretically-informed activism and non-innocent science. One need not lay claim to the label of science to the exclusion of all other ways of knowing. Instead, I advocate for non-innocent science, a science that claims its allegiances—epistemological, ontological, methodological, political, and otherwise—rather than claiming to be value-free. I wonder what might happen if we began to ask, and take seriously the question, what kind of science are we producing when we do research? Research findings about language education or dropout rates or teacher retention are useful, but research becomings about what kind of science was produced in the doing of research is the “work of thought” for which Foucault advocated. Science that does not claim its allegiances represents itself as innocent. That is to say that science that claims to be atheoretical, value-free, and objective assumes itself to be harmless, blameless, and above suspicion because it is self-evident. Indeed, Howe (2003) wrote that “epistemological bias is more deep-seated, subtle, and unconscious than the kind of bias that characterizes, say, partisan political wrangling” (p. 100). Likewise, The March for Science, particularly in its online presence, appears to support the common good without explicitly recognizing that there are many sciences and many ways of speaking science. And AERA erases the marginalized groups and methodologies it claims to champion by taking up the problematic language of the science that produced that marginalization. But science that does not claim its allegiances is dangerous, just as everything is dangerous. Epistemology is never self-evident. And, as Foucault (1983) said, “if everything is dangerous, then we always have something to do” (pp. 231-232).

The non-innocent science I suggest we enact is an ontological move to be with research differently. It is not just in multiplicity that high quality science is found—more science and more kinds of science are good, but they are not the point—rather, it is in the enactment of social science that looks different from itself, claims its allegiances, and actively seeks out what we cannot yet think. This is an argument for the ongoing rupture of science until it becomes unrecognizable. Every enactment of research is an opportunity to rethink science. I am not interested in what science is because defining science in one way or another simply serves to produce it as a monolithic concept. The non-innocent science I describe above, conversely, proposes science as always already imbricated with philosophy, which means that science always looks different from itself because, as Foucault noted, power and knowledge work together to produce the truth of something. This is not to say that the question of how science is defined and who defines it is not important. But as Butler (1995) reminds me, “[t]he key question of whether or not a position is right, coherent, or interesting is, in this case, less informative than why it is we come to occupy and defend the territory that we do, what it promises us, from what it promises to protect us” (pp. 127-128). Freedom from monolithic science gives us permission to do research in unconventional ways so that we can “produce different knowledge and produce knowledge differently” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 175) in addition to being differently in the world and enacting different forms of activism.

Rather than the traditional move to produce findings relevant to a specific field or content area, I wonder what might happen if we began to ask, and take seriously the question, what kind of
science are we producing when we do research? Research findings about language education or dropout rates or teacher retention are useful, but research becomings about what kind of science was produced in the doing of research is the “work of thought” to which Foucault (1984/1985) referred: As to those for whom to work hard, to begin and begin again, to attempt and be mistaken, to go back and rework everything from top to bottom, and still find reason to hesitate from one step to the next—as to those, in short, for whom to work in the midst of uncertainty and apprehension is tantamount to failure, all I can say is that clearly we are not from the same planet. (p. 7)

If science comes from somewhere—situated in time and space and place and values and ontologies and epistemologies and…and…and—then our job as advocates becomes to support inclusive rather than exclusive science. If we do not want to limit what we can think and do and become as educational researchers, then we must be open to any and all methodologies, including those that we haven’t been able to imagine yet—the paradigm to come.
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